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Phone +81-75-382-1300
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by focusing measurement tools on the photosynthesis ability of plant leaves.
This system is the most suitable for collecting large quantities of comparative data of many kinds
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E-mail:sales2@weather.co.jp
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MIC-100 is a very unique system to measure photosynthesis rates at high speed

of samples.
After completing the measurement, the data (CO  , temperature, humidity, calculation of
photosynthesis rates) is stored on an SD card in Excel format.
By the use of an SD card, this data can be freely analyzed or edited on any personal computer.
Data thus gathered can be freely exchanged.

The System Components

Information on performance demonstration
Cable Assembly

Console

Data1
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CO2 concentration actually measured in the chamber



Measurements of variation are in the range of 10ppm
from 380 〜 370ppm
Measurements can be made every 0.1 second with
0.1ppm resolution for CO2 concentration





Sensor Head
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Display LCD

Data2
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Measurement reproduction experiment

Superiority

High-speed Measurement
The photosynthesis rate of leaves can be measured in approximately 30 seconds per sample
which is close to one fourth of the time when compared to conventional measuring systems.

＊Comparative data results (same leaves/same place)
between MIC100 and conventional products were
made at our experimental farm
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This means that you can collect much data in about 4 hours
VWWLPH

(within the measurement time suitable for measurement and evaluation of plants).

Light weight
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This unit weighs about only 7 kgs, which is about 2/3 of the weight of conventional measuring
instruments. This means higher performance of the MIC-100 system by reducing the manual
eﬀorts for measurements taken in the ﬁeld.

Ease of use

Measurement correlation experiment

LED Artiﬁcial light source spectrum

＊Depending on the system-setting and
leaf conditions there may be diﬀerences
in measuring results

Measurement opening center distance is 12mm

 &

Very easy to use, which contributes to improvement accuracy and productivity.
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Long life





in service for many years.

Moderate price
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In addition to reduced initial investment, total cost reductions become 'value for money' after placing






This new measuring method, by focusing application on the photosynthesis rate,
has made substantial reduction in costs possible. This method Incorporates
a semi-open type CO sensor (pat,pending)in the sealed leaf chamber which is located directly
under leaf surface and the photosynthesis rate is displayed by predicting arithmetic result.
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